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Abstract 

Since information-based warfare is characterized by complexity, changeability and strong 

antagonism, it is necessary that a network-enabled C2 system, which serves to be the “brain” of an 

information-based operation, should be self-adaptive. The concept of self-adaptivity for a 

network-enabled C2 system (NEC2S) is proposed in this paper, and its concept model, which is 

called Awareness-Decision-Execution(ADE) model, is also built. In order to realize self-adaptive 

optimization and control of a system structure under the conditions of changeable tasks, situations 

and environment, a method for optimization and control of a system structure is proposed based 

on the improved genetic algorithm. A typical area air defense C2 system simulation test show that, 

when a network-enabled C2 system has the mechanism of self-adaptivity, its structure enjoys 

significantly improved performance through optimization and control. 

1 Introduction 

As Adhesive of operational element, multiplier of combat effectiveness and nerve center of 

operation command, a C2 system has become one of core military capabilities developed by all 

military power. Since 1950s, by continually developing, a C2 system has entered the integration 

stage of net-centric 
[1]

. At present, a C2 system under network condition is being constructed. The 

C2 system emphasizes maximizing capacity of operation system of system (SoS) and should have 

new capabilities such as dynamic combination, collaborative operation, on-demand service, SoS 

damage-resistant and intelligent processing. From the perspective of system construction, some 

problems on system structure must be settled, such as structure self-adaption, function 

autonomous synchronization and information self- convergence ("three self" for short)
 [2]

. 

"Three self" reflects that the interaction between the micro level factors of a system will affect 



macro level system behavior. In nature, it is self-adaptation of a system, that structure, function 

and information services of the system continually adapt to changes of its own state and external 

environment such as battlefield and combat missions. However, adaptive models and methods of a 

C2 system under network condition are still difficult problem and hotspot in exploration of C2 

system theory at present. Therefore, research on self-adaptation of a C2 system has theoretical 

value for constructing a new generation C2 system under network condition. In this paper, firstly 

we present the concept of an adaptive C2 system, analyze adaptive characteristics of a C2 system 

under network condition with "three self" problem, establish adaptive conceptual model including 

awareness, decision and execution (ADE).Then we give implementation method of adaptive 

system structure, function and information service. Finally, the effect of adaptive mechanism is 

verified by experiments.  

2 The adaptive concept of a C2 system 

The adaptive concept can be traced back to 1971.Ya. Z. Tsypkin 
[3]

 pointed out that self-adaptation 

was an aspect of automatic calculation. At present, the term adaptive appears in control systems 

and software domain frequently, such as adaptive control 
[4]

 and software adaptive 
[5,6]

. Adaptive 

control can be regarded as a feedback control system which can intelligently adjust its own 

characteristics according to changes in environment, so that the system can work in an optimal 

state according to set standard. Software adaptive means that the software detects changes in 

environment and its own state at runtime, adjusts its own behavior 
[6]

 actively to provide 

continuous and high quality service. In brief, self-adaptation is one characteristic of a system (or 

biology, software, etc.) that can change its own state (or habits) to adapt to a new environment. 

Therefore, self-adaptation is an exhibition that a system or software has evolved to an advanced 

stage and owned intelligence. Self-adaptation involves two important elements: changes of 

environment and own state and dynamically or autonomously adjust, as shown in Figure 1. 

Self-adaptation
Input Output

Changes of environment and 

own state

Dynamically or autonomously adjust  

Fig1. The Concept of self-adaptation 

The environment of a C2 system under network condition includes complex, uncertain and 

dynamic battlefield environment, military information infrastructure and diverse mission 

requirements. In order to meet the needs of operate and missions, a C2 system under network 

condition should have autonomously adjusting ability in operational process. The relations of 

system nodes, resource collaboration and information exchange are continually adjusted to make a 

C2 system adapt to changes of tasks and environments. This ability is self-adaptation of a C2 

system in essence. Self-adaptation of a C2 system is defined as follow: a C2 system can 



automatically aware changes of operational tasks, battlefield environment and its own state in 

operational process, recovery or optimize mission support ability by autonomously adjusting 

structure, function and information exchange of C2 systems as far as possible. Consequently, it is 

capable of adapting to changes in the external environment. 

It can be considered that self-adaptation is a new characteristic of a C2 system under network 

condition.  

According to the complex adaptive system (complex adaptive system, CAS) theory 
[7]

 proposed by 

the Santa Fe Institute scientists Holland in 1994, adaptation brings up complexity. Therefore, a C2 

system under network condition has some representative characteristics of complex system, such 

as emergence, uncertainty and nonlinearity. The paper [8] analyzed the complexity phenomena in 

C2 systems under network condition and also confirmed above perspective. 

3 Adaptive characteristic and conceptual model of a C2 system under 

network condition 

3.1 adaptive characteristic 

According to "three self" problem in construction of a C2 system under network condition, this 

paper analyzes adaptive characteristic of a net-centric C2 system from three aspects: structure, 

function and information services.  

(1) Self-adaptation of structure 

Self-adaptation of structure denotes that a C2 system autonomously adjusts units in the system and 

relations between these units to optimal state in the face of continual changes of battlefield 

environment and tasks. In the running process of a C2 system, some new units will join (such as a 

radar installation dynamically joins the system to detect targets in specific area) or an original unit 

will exit (such as a command node is blown up) when tasks and environments change. From the 

perspective of system structure, original structure is optimized to new structure by adding new 

units and relations between units or deleting existing units and relations to meet requirements of 

changes of tasks and environment.  

(2) Self-adaptation of function 

Self-adaptation of function means different functions autonomous synchronization. It denotes that 

a C2 system can automatically dispatch all kinds of resources and rapidly form abilities required 

by tasks when some abilities of the system was impaired or deficient. Under network condition, a 

C2 system can employ all kinds of resources widely dispersed and make them collaborate for the 

same task. The C2 system keeps harmony among different functions and behaviors, achieving 

collaboration between different functions and interoperability among different applications to 

support synchronously operations across different armies, different levels and different areas. In 

the environment of the new military information infrastructure, there are various network 

resources which have different functions and complex distribution. Under the condition of 

changing task and cooperative environment, self-adaptation of function must optimize the contents 

and ways of cooperation between different resources to form a task community 
[9,10] 

which is 

dynamic interaction in micro, orderly stabilization in macro and highly adaptive. This community 

should ensure the capacities of a C2 system to be continual available and stable. Self-adaptation of 



structure solves the problem of adapting to change from its structure. The structure of a system 

determines functions of this system. When the structure changes, replacement of damage and 

reorganization from damage in the level of software and system function is function 

self-adaptation. 

(3) Self-adaptation of information service 

Self-adaptation of information service means information automatically converged. It implies 

automatically gathering useful information from mass and heterogeneous information 

environment according to changing mission requirements. In running environment of a C2 system 

under network condition, massive and heterogeneous task information constantly added and 

updated. Accordingly, the difficulty for users to get information relevant to task will increase and 

the utility of information will decrease. Therefore, under the constraints of external environment 

and task requirements, it is necessary to autonomously extract, filter and mine high quality 

information from the massive and heterogeneous information in accord with the demand of task 

and role of users with changes of tasks and the environment. The quality and utility of information 

obtained by users will reach a maximum. The analysis diagram of adaptive characteristics of a C2 

system under network condition is shown in figure 2.  
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Fig. 2 analysis diagram of adaptive characteristics of a C2 system under network condition 

3.2 Adaptive conceptual model - ADE model 

Based on adaptive characteristics analysis of a C2 system under the network condition, this paper 

proposes an adaptive conceptual model of a C2 system under network condition making reference 

to the structure model of the complex adaptive system 
[11]

 and the adaptive period model of the 

software 
[6]

: Awareness - Decision- Execution (ADE) model, as shown in figure 3. 
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Figure3. Awareness - Decision- Execution (ADE) model 

The operational process of observe, orient, decide and act (OODA) is the basis of all operational 

activities. Under network centric condition, the running speed of OODA loop will accelerate and 

show dynamic self-adaptation. The base of ADE model is operational OODA process which is the 

basis of self-adaptation. From the perspective of operational applications, an adaptive process of a 

C2 system can be described as a process that the system structure, function and information 

services constantly satisfy the battlefield situation and task demands. In this process, abilities of 

the system are constantly adjusted to adapt to the uncertainty and emergence of a complex war 

system 
[12]

.  

The ADE model is composed of awareness module, decision module, execution module and rule 

library: 

1) Awareness module senses changes of external environment and its own state, such as changes 

of units and their relations, system structure, system task and resource status. Awareness is a 

premise of self-adaptation. 

2) Decision module autonomously makes a decision to adjust behaviors based on the rule library 

and the sensed contents, such as optimizing system structure, coordinating resource, 

aggregating information. Decision making is the core of system self-adaptation.  

3) Execution module implements specific adjustments according to results of decision module, 

including optimization and adjustments of system unit and their relations, resources 

invulnerability or replacement, information organization and convergence, etc. Execution is a 

kind of reaction to external environment. 

4) Rule library is an exhibition of self-adaptation, which is one of the main differences between 

an adaptive system and a traditional system. In the adjustment process of structure, function 

and information service, the C2 system relies on these rules to achieve autonomous 

adjustment. The adjustment result can also be feedback to the rule library by learning. 

Self-adaptation based on a rule library is a symbol that a system evolves into intelligence and 



knowledge. The self-adaptation here is relative, which is a certain degree of autonomy. A C2 

system is in essence a man-machine system. It does not possess abilities of completely 

unmanned, fully automatic or fully autonomous. 

4 Implement method of system structure self-adaptation 

4.1 system structure self-adaptation 

System structure self-adaptation is to satisfy task requirements in essence. In the process of a C2 

system carrying out tasks, the system optimizes its structure to match tasks and environment .The 

basic method of implementing system structure self-adaptation is to establish a series mechanism 

of dynamically optimizing the structure to solve problems of describing effectiveness, optimizing 

and adjusting. The implement method of system structure self-adaptation is shown as figure 4. 
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Figure 4 implementation method of system structure self-adaptation  
（1）Awareness module: In this module, the characterization model of structure effectiveness is 

established. The model can be used to evaluate effectiveness of a system structure in cooperative 

sense, command and control, weapon coordinating, each denoted by C(G), D(G) and L(G). The 

detailed method is described in [13]. In running process of a C2 system, awareness module judges 

if the effectiveness of its structure satisfies constraints 0( )C G C  or 0( )D G D or 0( )L G L  

and determines optimizing it or not. In different phase of an operation, the trigger for optimizing is 

different. In sensing phase, the trigger is that the range of awareness cannot cover areas of duty 

and the quality of awareness cannot meet operational needs. In command decision phase, the 

trigger is that the response time or quality of decision-making cannot meet current tasks. In fire 

strike phase, the trigger is that the scope and quality of cooperative strike cannot meet tasks needs.  

（2）Decision module：The decision module establishes optimization model of a structure. It helps 

the structure achieve optimal integrated efficiency of the system under constraint conditions. 

（3）Execution module: A solution algorithm for optimizing and adjusting a structure is proposed. 

（4）Rule library: The rule library stores objectives and constraints of optimizing a structure. For 

different tasks, the objective and constraint of optimizing a structure is also different. In sensing 

phase, optimization objectives include joint probability of target detection, target coverage 

coefficient and cost of detection, etc. Constraints include detection capability and processing 



capacity of nodes. In command decision phase, optimization objectives include command control 

capacity and aging property. Constraints include situation process capability and decision support 

capability. 

4.2 Optimal control of system structure self-adaptation 

For different missions，the system structure has different optimization objective. In sense stage, 

effectiveness of collaborative sensing is given attention. In decision stage, effectiveness of 

command and control is focused. In operation stage, effectiveness of weapons cooperation is 

mainly considered. They are crucial constituents to form operational capability of SOS. It is also 

the matter concerned by commanders most. Under SOS confrontation, the optimal collaborative 

sense effectiveness is very important for obtaining active power of the battlefield. Others such as 

command decision-making and weapon cooperation, are related to command system, operation 

organization, doctrine, tactics and personnel factors. It is difficult to establish quantitative 

optimization objectives. Therefore, this paper mainly studies optimization models of system 

structure with optimal effectiveness of collaborative awareness. 

The initial system structure is represented as a graph ( , )G V E , where V is the set of initial units 

in the system, and E is the set of relations between these units. The graph 'G  is the Optimized 

system structure, and totalV   is the set of all units in the system. We assume that the initial system 

structure contains four sets in the organization: a set of information acquiring units, a set of 

information processing units, a set of decision control units and a set of response execution units, 

i.e.  
OO 1 2 NO O ,O ,...,O ,  

P0 1 2 NP , ,...,P P P ,  
D0 1 2 ND , ,...,D D D ,  

A0 1 2 N, ,...,A A A A . These 

sets in the organization which can be connected are denoted 

as  
O

' ' ' '

O 1 2O O ,O ,...,O M ,  
P

' ' ' '

O 1 2, ,..., MP P P P ,  
D

' ' ' '

O 1 2, ,..., MD D D D ,  
A

' ' ' '

O 1 2, ,..., MA A A A respective

ly. The set of targets is  1 2, ,..., mM M M M . 

The optimization objectives and constraints on system structure are discussed below. 

(1) Optimization objective 

The optimization objective is collaborative sensing effectiveness, which is defined as an integrated 

function of target joint detection probability, target coverage coefficient and detection cost. 

(a) Target joint detection probability 

The integrity, accuracy and clarity of target awareness are determined by the target detection 

probability. Target joint detection probability can be selected as optimization factor for high 

detection quality. If initial structure O0 is connected with a new information acquisition 

unit
'O (O O )   , then the set of information acquiring units now becomes  0 0O O ,O  . The 

joint detection probability on target Mi under the new structure is: 

       0+ i j i k j 0O 1 1 P O 1 P O , O O , O Oi k

j k

P 
                    (1)

 

Because different targets have different importance, expectation on the quality of detection is also 

different. We assign weights to different targets to distinguish their requirements for probe quality. 

If the weight of the target Mi is Wi, considering the comprehensive detection quality of all targets, 

the optimization factor can be expressed as: 



0+ 0+

1

(O ) (O )
m

i i

i

P W P


                                 (2)

 

(b) Target coverage coefficient 
The coverage coefficient of a target is the number of information acquisition units which can 

detect this target at the same time. The target coverage coefficient is the average value of coverage 

coefficient of all targets. It can be expressed as: 

coverage coefficient

( )
1,

= , O, , ( )
0,

i j
ij ji j

i ij i j

ij j

S M
l L

O M M S M
l Ln




   



            (3) 

ijl is the distance from Information acquisition unit iO  to target jM . iL  is Maximum detection 

distance of iO . If iO  can detect jM , then ( ) 1i jS M   , otherwise ( ) 0i jS M  .O is the set of all 

Information acquisition units. M is the set of all targets and n is the number of all targets.  

(c) Cost of target detection 

When selecting Information acquisition units, some factors should be considered, such as quality 

of target detection, suffered interference attack for radiation exposure, information processing time 

prolonged due to sensor data increased. Therefore, when pursuing the quality of target detection, 

the number of information acquisition units and their work hours should be reduced to decrease 

cost of target detection. If the detection cost of information acquisition unit j is (O )jC , then the 

increased information processing time for adding this unit is jt , the possibility of suffering 

interference attack for radiation exposure is jp , and the consequence produced by suffering 

interference attack is jc . The cost of adding information acquisition unit j can be expressed as: 

   jO , ,j j jC f t p c                              (4) 

f is an increasing function that its range is greater than 0. The detection cost of 0+O  can be 

normalized as: 
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1
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                         (5) 

 

0+ON is the number of information acquisition units in 0+O . 

Effectiveness of collaborative awareness is defined as      0+O

0+ 0+O O
C

P K e


· ·  

 (2) Constraints 

The constraints of system structure optimization model include: 

①  The transmission capacity of grid communication network  

Information acquisition units will gather probing information to the information processing units 



by grid communication network. Because the transmission capacity of communications network is 

fixed, competition for transmission resources will be more severe with information acquisition 

units increasing. This will affect aging property of information transmission. The delay of 

information transmission is adopted as a metric to describe the transmission capacity of 

communications network. The value of target information will be smaller when the delay of 

information transmission is greater. If the delay of information transmission is greater than a 

threshold, the information will be worthless. If the threshold is 0t  and the transmission delay of 

information acquisition units jO  is j(O )t , then the constraint can be defined as: 

 j 0 j 0+O , O Ot t                                  (6) 

② The effectiveness of information acquisition unit 

There is at least one target in its detection range of one unit, otherwise it is worthless for the unit 

participating in cooperative detection. If the detection range of information acquisition units jO  

is jL  and the distance to target iM  is ijL , then the constraint of effectiveness of information 

acquisition unit can be described as: 

 
m

j i j 0+

i 1

O , M 1,O Of


                               (7) 

And 
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③ The capacity of information processing 

When a new information acquisition unit is added into the system, not only the amount of 

information transmission will increase, but also the load of information processing units will 

increase. For the processing capacity of information processing units is fixed, the information can 

not be processed effectively when the amount of input information is greater than the processing 

capacity of information processing units. If the processing capacity of information processing 

units is sinproces gcapacityC  and the amount of information input by information acquisition unit jO  

is ( )input jh O , then this constraint can be defined as: 

 
sin

'

j, O O
proces gcapacityinput j

j

h O C                               (9) 

（3）Structure optimization model with optimal effectiveness of collaborative awareness as 

optimization goal 

Through above analysis, the optimization goal of system structure dynamically optimizing and 

adjusting focuses on effectiveness of collaborative awareness. The constraints include 

transmission capacity of grid communication network, mission requirement constraints (the 

effectiveness of information acquisition unit), units capacities constraints (the limitation of 

information processing capacity). The optimization model can be defined as:  
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In the process of system structure optimizing and adjusting, information acquisition units can be 

selected reasonably by above optimization model. Genetic Algorithm process framework is 

adopted to solve the optimization model according to specific optimization goal and constraints.  
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Figure 5 system structure optimization method based on Genetic Algorithm 

5 Simulation 

In the simulation, we use our developed simulation analysis tool and take some regional joint air 



defense system operational application as background. There are 249 nodes in Red side air defense 

system (including 30 Air defense radar nodes, 9 Information processing units, 10 Air defense 

command node, 200 combat aircrafts and ground air defense units) and 60 air targets in blue side. 

The expectation of target cover coefficient is 3. ADE model adopt optimal effectiveness of 

collaborative awareness as optimization goal. Experiments are taken based on three mechanisms 

of no adjustment (not add radars to system), static addition (add radars according to pre-war 

deployment) and adaptive addition (dynamically add suitable radars) respectively. 

Figure 6 shows the effectiveness of collaborative awareness when radars damaged two times in 

which the damaged percent is 10%. From the figure, we can conclude that the effectiveness of 

collaborative awareness when adopting adaptive addition is better than the effectiveness of 

collaborative awareness when adopting no adjustment and static addition respectively with air 

target gradually approaching red side target. 

 

Figure 6 Relation between effectiveness of collaborative awareness and distance of air target to red side 

Figure 7 depicts the relation between effectiveness of collaborative awareness and percent of 

radar damaged. When the percent of radar damaged increased from 0 to 70%, the effectiveness of 

collaborative awareness of these three mechanisms all decrease，but the effectiveness of 

collaborative awareness of adaptive addition is the best. 
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Figure 7 the relation between effectiveness of collaborative awareness and percent of radar damaged 

We modified settings of blue side. We adopt the same settings as above experiment but adjusting 

initial location of blue side planes. Planes of blue side locate in radars detection range at initial 

time. The radars are damaged two times and percent of radar damaged is 10%. The result is shown 

in figure 8.Compared to adopting static addition and no adjustment, the effectiveness of 

collaborative awareness recover faster and better when adopting adaptive addition. 

 

Figure 8 the relation between effectiveness of collaborative awareness and simulation times 

Through above experiments, we can conclude that system structure adaptive optimization and 

control is effective. 

6 Summary 

Self-adaptation is a new characteristic of C2 system under network condition. In this paper, 

self-adaptation of a C2 system is discussed. The adaptive concept of a C2 system under network 

condition is defined. The adaptive characteristics of system structure, function and information 

service are analyzed. We establish the ADE adaptive concept model and propose an 

implementation method of system self-adaptation. Through experimental analysis, we have 

verified advantages of self-adaptation. It provides a theoretical reference for constructing a C2 

system under network condition. This paper is preliminary study on system self-adaptation. In the 

future, we will pay attention on system self-adaptation in cyberspace. 

This work funded in part by new software technology and industry collaborative innovation 

center. 
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